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back cover : Several funiculars and other famous lifts help
economise the pedestrian’s energy. The long stairway-alleys,
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where the incline is steep. The view over the city from the top
of the Príncipe Real district is well worth the climb.
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2 : Rua do Sol, Almada – this small town on the shores
of the Tagus opposite Lisbon has a village feel that evokes
its Moorish past, when it was known as Al-Madan.
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page 3 : The parvis of the Church of Santo Estêvão, at the heart
of the Alfama district. The steep incline of the streets around
the church gives the buildings backing onto it the appearance
of modest village houses.

R Doormen and miracles

R The Sky

In Lisbon there are saints like this. Saints of small things. Modest

Colonnades, arches: means of emphasising an entrance, a pas-

and death. They aren’t dead, they’re on

people who make sublime gestures without looking around to ensure

sageway. A way for architecture to transform into ritual: an architec-

the sea. I hope they make it to land so I

they have an audience. Can saints be discreet? They should be!

ture that requires a change in the posture of the body, a change in

can say ‘they’re alive’. That’s what it means

A friend told me about a doorman, the only saint in Italy not to

muscular tension and, above all, a radical change in the direction of

perform miracles. Nothing unforeseen, much less impossible, occur-

attention. Not forwards but upwards. That is where you should direct

red beneath the sun as a result of the actions of this man. What was

your attention.

his name? I don’t know. But they say that he opened doors with such
joy that he became a saint.
There are saints like this in Lisbon. One must search for them,

Because, in fact, arches are artificial means of making the sky
descend a little and become solid.
But a lowered sky doesn’t cease to be sky.

but only someone who isn’t searching for them is likely to find

R Pastries and Fishermen

everyday saints.Lost people are the ones who need joyful doormen.

Pastries are also a city, of course. Pastries are a portable element of

Being lost (physically, intellectually, psychologically) is to be unable

the city.

The great doorman, the great saint, would thus be he who, even
in the desert, can find not an exit, not an escape, but an entrance.
A place to be, to stay, not just a path.
In ruin, a door.
In sickness, a door.

to live on the sea.
Fishermen, those tragic humans who,
unlike Greek heroes, do not position themselves between mere mortals and the Gods.
They are heroes, for sure, but they do not position
themselves between Gods and humans, but rather
between other living beings and death. They are clo-

them. If a person being gets lost in Lisbon, he will find one of these

to see any exit, any door.

is precisely halfway between being alive

ser to death, as if consciously or otherwise, they formed
a barrier, an obstacle. They’re capable of delaying the arrival of death for those who are on land, for those who stayed

This is more apparent with fruit and cereals produced by a speci-

behind. Those who go to sea protect those who remain on land.

fic soil. These fruits are portable space, homeland in the form of food.

On land, on the ground in Lisbon, pastries. At sea, prayers.

As are pastries. Because they’re made by the hands of an almost
farmer who may have abandoned the field, it’s true, but not the

R Stairways

meticulousness and dignity of manual labour; and the almost farmer

There are many ways to ascend. Stairways require this bodily

works with ingredients from close by and from further away.

effort and prove, in a direct manner, that the body exists and

Pastéis de nata (custard tarts) are not the only pastries, but they

is present in your life. Lisbon’s escadinhas, narrow stairways,

are a sweetened form of heavy urbanism that itself cannot be moved,

are exercises of proof of existence and, almost always, a

cannot be swallowed or transported. As if pastries came from certain

whisper: ‘you have to walk more, you have to make more

In loneliness, a door.

buildings, pastelarias, the way certain fruits come from trees. Pastries

of an effort’.

There are people in Lisbon who are saints, Jonathan, a

are, after all, a way for melancholy to avoid transforming into tragedy

The Duque stairway, for example, launches a direct

friend, told me. I believe they are scattered throughout the

or anger. Pastries exist because there is dissatisfaction in the body;

attack on those who are seated. An invasion that never

city in a manner that is neither arithmetical nor geome-

pastries exist because someone went away or because someone isn’t

moves, but an invasion nonetheless. Faced with these

home and we miss them.

stairways, the sedentary feel attacked, as if personally

In poverty, a door.
In rage, a door.
In helplessness, a door.

trical, but rather in the way the hand of an experienced
farmer scatters seeds throughout a fertile field. When
you need them, in Lisbon, you will find them.

And Lisbon has always been a place of departures. It’s on the
sea, and whoever is on the sea is in the middle – in that middle that

offended. They are a violent provocation of the 21st century,
the century of those seated in front of screens.

The castle, the machine that allows you

the same time? This might seem like

wise old Greek’s initial form contained everything
and could be applied to the whole world, to facts

to see from above without deviant feelings.

something minor, but it isn’t. In nar-

The most ancient of optical machines. Amid

row streets, forty or fifty people,

stone fortifications, watch towers rise above

at most, can see and

steep stairways to form the city’s first great

hear a person bearing

lines à la Kandinsky – points, lines and planes – it’s the

system made for seeing. There are only great

revolutionary words

painting that illuminates the form. The form ceases to

walls because there are windows. The great walls

and occurrences, but they were missing something:
they lacked colour. In painted azulejos, with figures or

from near or afar.

be just a form and becomes a painting. An azulejo is

These stairways

of the castle are constructed to make possible the

The plaza, therefore,

not a square, it is an invitation for the eyes to be atten-

with their endless steps,

small windows of the castle. A seeing machine, the castle.

is ancient television: a screen without being a screen that allows

tive. The azulejo isn’t meant to be understood with a measuring

many people to see the same thing and hear the same thing, in the

tape; it isn’t about confirming that the four sides are of equal length,

event that a revolutionary climbs to a high place, for example, and

but rather, it deals with an aesthetic question. Colour is that which

from this place begins to speak.

transforms geometry into a painting.

which are sometimes irregu-

Not a war machine. The most ancient of seeing machines.

lar and have no artificial alternative, are symbols of another time.
We are not in Machu Picchu, but neither are we completely and

R The Revolution

solely in the 21st century. We’re in Lisbon.

In Lisbon, the revolution took place in the streets and certain plazas

The State is vain, it always has been. And yes, it is out of vanity,

Plato lived in black and white, and it’s remarkable what he was

The idea that to see from above requires physical effort, human

proved essential. It’s clear that revolutions, and even the advancing

in part, that dictatorships collapse. The wide open space designed

able to think through without invoking colour. But, in Lisbon, Plato’s

effort, is one that would not have displeased our ancestors. Of

disorder that overthrows the previous order, necessitate big empty

for grand parades and great celebrations, for the manifestation of

forms have many colours and have fun.

course, we might consider it unjust that someone physically feeble or

spaces. Revolutions don’t occur in Alfama, not because of ideological

the beauty and strength of the regime, is the same space that, later,

unhealthy was deprived of seeing things from above. Before the air-

reasons, but because of the mere question of square footage. Plazas

concentrates the adversarial strength that will topple the regime.

plane, the helicopter, the elevator, etc. But there might be a parable

throughout the world are this: empty spaces, dangerous spaces

From your vanity your defeat is forged, on the self-

in this impossibility, in which nature, or God for the believer, gave

(spaces, let’s say, that are fortunately dangerous: available for all

same square feet of the city.

unto humans in the era before the elevator (B.E.): only the healthy

manner of occupation). Terreiro do Paço can welcome book stalls, a

Note the importance of Lisbon’s plazas in

of Lisbon. These minor instabilities are common in the

shall see from above.

New Year’s celebration, teachers’ strikes, or even rougher uprisings.

the 1974 revolution, long after the invention of

city’s extraordinary Portuguese pavements, and are also

It’s a hospitable space, one that receives, one that is available.

the television.

And, if we invert the phrase, in a definitive synthesis: you are
only healthy, truly healthy, if you see things and your own life from

Narrow streets, however, allow for isolated individuals, friends,

R Portuguese Pavements
Watch out for small unseen stumbling blocks on the crooked, ancient stairways found throughout the old parts

found in the sidewalks of Rio de Janeiro, which is lucky for
it was thanks to their micro misalignments and slight irre-

or small family groups to move in the direction of the plazas at

R Azulejos

decisive moments. They are small canals leading to the plazas.

Portuguese azulejos (tiles) are an unusual

Walking on Portuguese pavements can be seen as

R The Castle

Canalisation—these narrow streets of Alfama—that only allows for

way of making Plato’s good old neutral square

training – modest training, to be sure, just the first

The castle is a lot of things, of course, but it has always been this:

the passage of a few people; but if a few come from many streets,

more aesthetic.

lessons, to be sure – but nonetheless training for the

the place of the strong and the healthy. Positioned right up there, it is

then when gathered in a given place, they become many.

above.

a machine for safeguarding vision. You can see without danger. You
can see from above without danger.

gularities that the Cariocas learned to dance capoeira.

After seeing azulejos like those found in

samba, for the ginga move in capoeira, that method

But yes, let’s think about the importance of plazas before televi-

innumerable places – in modest cafés in São

by which the human body advances not exactly in

sion. Before radio. How could lots of people hear the same thing at

Vicente, for example – we may think that the

a straight line, nor precisely in a zig-zag or detour.

two children, the width of a small family. Streets for humans, streets

by engineering and culture, extraordinary features of our civilisa-

exhibition, nomadic and fragile, a universal exhibition that is instal-

for cars. Lisbon has both. The best of course, are the ones that are

tion, but by physical bodies, these ancient bodies, even in the 21st

led every Tuesday and Saturday and which should not be underva-

feet-sized.

century, bodies almost identical to those of previous centuries, and

lued just because it is portable.

which, above all, maintain this common point between us and our

The ancient objects – Lisboan, Portuguese, African – are beauti-

A manner

R The Bridge

ancestors, that which unites different human generations: that our

ful. The same thing happens with objects as with the older parts of

of walking that proceeds forward and is

Let’s think about that sculpture called Ponte de vinte e cinco de abril.

body dies. Whether surrounded by animals, trees and mountains,

European cities which are now clearly major tourist attractions. So

oriented (its aim, its destination, its direction are all quite clear), but

Of course, the scale here is not exactly normal, but we are none-

or surrounded by cars and computers: it dies, it dies. And that is

it is with these objects and the people who surround them with the

which, at the same time as heading north, continues to perceive what

theless dealing with a sculpture made of iron, a sculpture suspended

what we feel, says my friend Jonathan, when we cross the 25th of

same admiration as when visiting old buildings

is going on in the south, behind its back. And the gait thus threatens,

between two shorelines. It’s clear that when we cross it in a car, we

April Bridge on foot. Walking or gently running in the Lisbon half-

in Bairro Alto or the Basilica da Estrela.

with each step, to move slightly to the east and west as well, in a

devalue it a little, for we are psychologically incapable of appraising

marathon, there’s a vast crowd, of Lisboans, other Portuguese, and

Of course no tourist actually

light, suggestive alternation between two opposite paths.

a space that is mechanically crushed by the wheels of a car.

many, many foreigners, and we’re all mortal! And it is this bridge

says “I’m going to see a

Portuguese pavements taught Brazilians to dance, says my friend

On the other hand, when we cross it on foot, on the rare occa-

that makes brothers and sisters of all those who are present, of all

small 18th-century cross”

Jonathan, in rapid conclusion of his chaotic and almost, almost non-

sions when this is possible – the Lisbon half-marathon for instance

those who came before and of all who are yet to be born (those in

or “a 60-year-old tele-

sensical theory.

– then, yes, we are able to perceive what a great privilege it is to walk

the bellies of their mothers, for example, who are also crossing the

phone” the way they

on top of a gigantic work of art. Running the Lisbon half-marathon is

bridge on foot in the Lisbon half-marathon).

say “I’m going to see the

R Straight and Crooked

a physical challenge that requires great effort, but it can be replaced

And it is this that we will never be able to feel, says Jonathan, if

Jeronimos Monastery” or

On the whole, if you’re on a straight line, you’re in the modern world,

by a slower step and prolonged stops. It isn’t about competing.

we only cross the bridge by car. Crossing the 25th of April Bridge on

“the Belem Tower”. The

in the world after the advent of cars. If you’re on a crooked line, on

Everybody can do the half-marathon, the elderly, children, super-

foot is to immerse yourself in mankind’s great community. We are all

impression, however, is

a narrow, winding street, you’re in the old world, before cars. This,

athletes, and even people in wheelchairs or with other locomotive

brothers and sisters in a small revolution, yes, a half-revolution, the

the same. In front of the

therefore, is a key date for cities: before cars, after cars.

difficulties. The pleasure of crossing the bridge on foot, a long bridge

half- marathon of Lisbon.

Jeronimos, we’re faced by

The crooked path is the path of human feet, the human body

designed specifically for cars, made in a century when architecture

swerves better than four wheels or even two wheels. Animals and

only had eyes for this beast that destroys cities, the car. Crossing

R Ladra Flea Market

much older. In front of an antiquity, of an object that is several cen-

humans are better adapted to the particularities of pathways, much

a bridge made for cars and trains, therefore, is a physical act, but,

Ladra flea market as an open-air museum, a totally chaotic museum,

turies old, that we can hold in our hand, we are immersed in this

better adapted than trains, which always move straight ahead, or

above all, a symbolic act. A sort of miniature French Revolution:

but a museum nonetheless – one of spaces and times. Ancient

insane gesture, this sudden change in scale, similar to those of Alice

cars, which nearly always take curves in a rather clumsy way. Rather

the people demonstrate that they want to walk and that no space is

Portuguese objects, and objects from other

in Wonderland, grabbing onto it as if it were the Belem Tower,

straight curves, those are the ones that the car understands. Human

prohibited to them; and they also demonstrate that feet and legs are

spaces and countries. Lots of African objects,

a monument, but one of considerably reduced dimensions.

feet are much more agile.

something older than ourselves,

essential. It is the reconquest of public space, which already exists

for example. All of a sudden we find ourselves

Instead of standing in front of an ancient space, our body

Alfama and Bairro Alto are neighbourhoods with streets made

on certain days, like Sundays, and in certain places, but which, in

everywhere in the world, thanks to all these

surrounds this ancient, though miniscule, space.

for the width of feet, for the width of a couple walking side by side,

the case of the 25th of April Bridge acquires a different meaning

objects. A sort of weekly universal exhibition

“I am facing the 16th century” or “I hold the 16th century

or for two or three friends. They are streets the size of a family with

and potency. The connection of the two shorelines is achieved not

for the middle classes; an archaic universal

in my hand” – both sentences are possible in Lisbon. And

our ancestors made. Organism and culture, earth and metal, instinct

invention of things, without any real invention but rather discovery,

digestion – and replace it with that clear and beautiful process that

and technique.

in the more strictly etymological sense of the word (discover: to

is photosynthesis.

There are many allotments in Lisbon. It’s remarkable. Suddenly,

take the cover off things, remove the lid from something). And yes,

When we accomplish photosynthesis, we shall be the true new

alongside the metro, close to Olaias, for example, where the line

electricity removed what, at night, covered the streets of Lisbon and

human species, said Jonathan. If it was up to me, he confided, I’d

rises to the surface, these allotments are visible like apparitions of

its objects and everything; it lifted the darkness off things. And few

get rid of my stomach immediately and substitute it for the elements

the countryside in the middle of the city. Sometimes, the most urban

things exist that are more noble than this.

of the plant that perform photosynthesis.

of citizens, covered in earrings, piercings, and tattoos, are there in

The former power plant in Belem, therefore, is a sacred place and,

silence, cultivating the earth. Then they’ll leave, having been entirely

above all, it is beautiful; with those enormous, attractive machines,

centred on exertion and working the earth in absolute silence, but

machines that don’t make clothes for Lisboans to wear, that don’t

they’ll leave wearing their headphones, listening to heavy metal, for

make objects for Lisboans to use, that make nothing that is directly

example.

useful, nothing that has weight, height, length or width. Lacking

But what is curious is this: there is some sort of respect for the

weight, length, width, and height: such is light. A light factory, what

yes, the second sentence can be said by those who visit the Ladra

earth that doesn’t exist in front of a computer, for example. The

an extraordinary thing! A factory, in essence, that makes night-

flea market in Lisbon on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

young Lisboans who cultivate the earth work in silence, without hea-

time eyes, a factory that produces a profound optical alteration in

dphones. As if the silent sound of the earth were sufficient and any

humans: humans who couldn’t see, now can. The greatest trans-

R City and Countryside

music were an inadmissible form of disturbing that which nurtures us.

formation possible: a blind person begins to see. Electricity makes

An extraordinary form of respect for the earth, this silence. The

public space into decent space. Going out onto the street meant

Imagine fruit and vegetables alongside antiquities: that which has

allotments of Lisbon.

just emerged from the ground and that which was made by man, with

becoming temporarily blind. The Lisboan in public space was a blind
man, and the factory for destroying the nocturnal blind is over there,

his hands and techniques, years or even centuries before. Today’s

R Electricity Factory…

lettuce and a 18th-century crucifix, side by side, in Lisbon, in certain

The former electricity factory in Belem, now known as the Electricity

Don’t underestimate light, says my friend Jonathan, by way of

markets.

in Belem. We must visit it.

Museum. That which served to make things – a factory – and in this

synthesis. Don’t underestimate light of any sort: neither natural light

A synthesis of the human: our need to eat is pressing, and food

case, perhaps to make the most important thing of all, light. A power

nor electric light.

should always be a novelty, something that appears and soon the-

plant. In fact, it is light that allows the world to exist at night. To

reafter disappears. Something that exists to be consumed and disap-

make light is to make a second world. The world of the day, the first

R . . . and photosynthesis

pears when it is consumed. Consuming food is to make it disappear.

one, and the second world, the world of the night, which, suddenly

We are not plants, we do not eat light – let’s put it that way – but

Later, intermediary consumption appeared: consumption of clothes,

illuminated, is revealed to be erotic, not dangerous, familiar and

we’re not far off doing so.

consumption of a computer, of an object.

friendly, not uncertain. Light, therefore, as that which founded a spe-

And Lisbon sometimes seems like the ideal city for man to

A synthesis of the human: that which the earth produces, food,

cies of real-life cinema: it is electric light that allows us to see what

transform into a plant, to suspend that process which is not very

so that man and the city remain alive and then this: the objects that

we couldn’t see and, for that reason, yes, it is cinema. It is a sort of

stimulating aesthetically, indeed is almost abject – the process of

And it is in Lisbon, said Jonathan, thanks to
its geographical location on the far edge of Europe

pay attention to what is old, says Jonathan. A lot of attention, that’s

R The Best Old Novelty

R Churches

what is needed.

It’s not an invention. On the contrary, it’s a form of resistance. We are

The classics spoke of three types of love, depending on the position

not dealing with something new, rather that which is old and grows

of the two parties involved in some worldly hierarchy.

and its particular exposure to the sun, that the most

In Japan, in some Buddhist temples, what surprised me most,

avant-garde research in relation to the appearance of

says Jonathan, were the very old trees, now completely doubled

a new human species is being carried out, in secret. A

over, like hunchbacks without any hope of recovery, their branches

Think of Lisbon in this way: every year, something new that gets

which goes from high to low, and that which is between two equals.

human species capable of performing photosynthesis

touching the ground. And what do people do in these temples? They

better. Every year, something old that gets better. The ever older and

They spoke of affective love that goes from high to low, and gave

and thus doing away with food, living simply from the

build crutch-like supports for the aged branches and trunks which,

ever newer, right there, perfecting themselves. To be a better new,

as an example the love of a human for a dog. Then they spoke of

sun. This is Jonathan’s crazy theory. It’s in Lisbon that

if left alone, would have already fallen as a result of gravity. But no.

a better old. To be a better novelty, to be a better antiquity. That is

friendship or romantic love between two humans, two equals. And

experiments are being done to create a new species

Not there. That which is extremely ancient cannot be replaced, as

Lisbon.

finally, the third type of love, devotional love, love that goes from

of photosynthetic human. It’s here, says my deli-

certain wise Buddhists know. On the contrary, that which is new can

rious friend, here in Lisbon, that the future of human

always be replaced. Two very different philosophies says Jonathan.

beings is being drawn up.

more perfect each year.

Three types of love: that which goes from low to high, that

low to high, from a human to God, for example. Or from a
child to its father; a father who, in the classical

He continues, saying that in Lisbon, the elderly, those whose faces

sense, belonged to a superior hierarchy. How

are already entirely wrinkled and who walk with great difficulty, taking

interesting these classical hierarchies and

R Old Age

two minutes for every ten metres, supported by a cane, or by grand-

Lisbon is an elderly city, yes. Despite the many young

children, with voice and head confused, these old folks of Lisbon, says

And those who don’t feel comfor-

people and immigrants, often from African countries. Lisbon is an

Jonathan, should walk around with a photograph of themselves han-

table with devotion to God can

elderly city, yes, and that’s wonderful.

three types of love are.

ging around their neck. A photograph of themselves when they were

think of devotion to nature or

Think of a city as a great sculpture. The idea that Time ages things,

20 years old, smiling and beautiful. Yes, this would be a lovely way

something similar.

that’s to say, it weakens them, makes them less swift, less useful, is

forward for the city of Lisbon, says Jonathan. On the one hand, so that

The important thing here

quite new. It could equally be said, on the contrary, that Time perfects.

younger people might understand that those old folks were once young,

is the idea, found in this third

Almost always, it’s said, the question of death is present, like a

with smooth skin, agile and strong. And on the other, so that younger

hypothesis, of a love devoted to

phantom. That which is old – the old monument, the old object, the

people might also understand that, if all goes well for them in life, they,

something or someone we feel

oldest person – is closest to death. And, because of this, in some

who at present are closer to the photograph that the old person has

is superior to us, that is stronger

strange leap of logic, it has less value. It’s obvious, however, that

hanging from their neck, they too, in a few decades will become like the

than us, more important than

the contrary is true, says Jonathan, my friend. The closer something

old person in front of them. This would create a new respect, a new way

us. We might think that a well-

is to death – a monument, an object, a person – the more valuable

of looking at the elderly of Lisbon. And yes, how is it possible for us to

balanced life would need all three

it is. That which is dying is worth its weight in gold, for its final

admire and value antiquities and yet not value the elderly of Lisbon in

types of love; that a balanced

minutes are indeed final, they shall not be repeated. That which is

the same manner? asks Jonathan. The old folks of Lisbon, those wrin-

individual would need love from

very old and has not yet died, is a resister, a witness of times past.

kled, extraordinary faces, the result of much experience – oh how we

low to high, love between equals,

Pay attention to that which is old. Imagine workers whose job it is to

should admire them. Lisbon’s most beautiful treasures!

and love from high to low. As if

the person were incomplete without these three affective

Churches scattered throughout the city so that

channels.

every stroll can be interspersed with moments of rest

It is important that we really reflect on this. So many

and devotion; and belvederes, high places from which

people only have love in a straight line, between equals,

one can see the city and perceive how minuscule the

and are proud of this. They speak of democracy, of

1.80-metre human dimension is. The belvederes and

citizenship, of that pride in a logic that places nothing

churches of Lisbon: the places where we can direct our

above the human. This is one point of view, for sure, and

attention and love to that which, with discernment and

a respectable one, but there are others. We might consider,

modesty, we consider to be more important than us.

for example, the extreme arrogance of adopting the position
that there is nothing above us that merits love, that deserves our

R Isolation

devotion, or rather, our attention, our time, our respect. Eliminating

“In this day and age, he who runs the least walks the most,” says a

human love that is directed at something higher, that is (or may be)

Lisboan proverb.

extremely arrogant.

Very well, it’s necessary to find space and time sufficient to be

Not giving attention to that which depends on us completely,

able to stand and look at the city of Lisbon. We aren’t talking about

due to an evident incapacity or weakness – like a dog, a domestic

running, or about fighting for a square metre of terrace or pavement,

animal – is also, ultimately, ignoring that love that bends down, that

or about taking a walk as if performing an urban mix of karate and

is concerned for the small, the fragile, that which asks for protection.

boxing (without punches or projectiles however). Lisbon is not just

Love between two independent, autonomous people is extraordinary

tourist space; it also has deserted places, like any other tiny city. It

and yes, it is the second type of love. But we may continue to think

isn’t necessary to be big to have many areas of silence and calm.

about what is lacking in life. About that third way. From low to high.

As in a beginner’s game of football, everyone runs after the ball,

In Lisbon, as in other cities, these

leaving whole areas of the pitch deserted, forgotten. Well Lisbon also

three loves are evenly spread out

has its beginner tourist athletes, totally maladroit, who run after the

according to some invisible

ball that the guidebooks put in front of them. And, for this reason, in

system. There are dogs pro-

certain sites in Lisbon – as around the ball in a beginner’s game of

tected by attentive owners,

football – there are hordes of tourists and cameras.

couples who kiss each other

But if you want some advice, head in the direction of the air, in

enthusiastically, friends who

the direction of empty space. When you can no longer hear voices,

reunite with huge fraternal

you’re there.

embraces; and, finally, belvederes and churches.

Imagine an alternative guide to Lisbon as the negative of a photograph. Localise the points of attraction for insects, the brightest places,

and then slowly advance in the exact opposite direction. Towards
deserted alleys where Lisbon is waiting for a private encounter.
In truth, a city does not lend itself to being known by a collective,
to being known by a crowd – no more than a person does. When

The city is waiting and harbours secret and deserted places
which, naturally, I shall not divulge. Anyone who sets up a rendezvous with Lisbon will have this encounter. One-to-one. And it will
have a decisive influence on their life.

there are spectators, there is no privacy, there is no real encounter.

still standing: a jacaranda tree, its flowers among the most beautiful
in the world.
Imagine that, in times past, many centuries ago, a mythical

In Lisbon, there are seven miracles: one on each hill. Those
famous saints that open doors are found all over the city.
One must ascend to be saved, it was always so.

Lisbon was created in this way. After an earthquake, it grew up

Salvation is not in the basement, but in the attic. Never

around a single jacaranda.

in the cave or tunnel, but rather, in the tower. There are

A city cannot be encountered by a crowd – that is an exhibition,

R Jacaranda

a spectacle, not an encounter. When surrounded by spectators, a

I dreamt of an earthquake that destroyed everything but a jacaranda

R Miracles

person gets the feeling of being watched, changes their behaviour,

tree. This final act of resistance by beauty was to be decisive. No

A man attacked by a miracle as if it were a predatory animal and

becomes an actor.

one refused to rebuild the city completely because something was

the man were a lamb looking in every direction and seeing nothing.

many miracles, seven per person. One must simply be
open to them.
Yes, in Lisbon, one must ascend.

